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Our late afternoon arrival at the Keoladeo National Park in
Bharatpur coincided with the beginning of the hot season and
greeted us with the dry breezes of an impending dust storm. Our
hosts warned us that this fine sandy dust conveyed by an arid wind
would be the first of the season on this eastern Rajasthani frontier.
This was my initial visit to Bharatpur’s world-renowned preserve,
locally known as Ghana (meaning “dense”), but I had long known
about these remarkable 29 square kilometers of wildlife paradise
that regularly hosts more than 375 bird species. Having met and
visited with Dr. Salim Ali in the early 1960s, I was well aware of
his pioneering work in establishing this sanctuary as a national
park and as a Ramsar site in 1981 and later as a UNESCO World
Heritage site in 1985. I was also aware that during his lifetime
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi had personally promised to support
the establishment of a research center at Bharatpur in Dr. Ali’s
name.

By the time we arrived at the park’s Prince of Wales Gate,
entered the grounds and ventured southward by car as far as
motorized vehicles were allowed, the wind gusts had dissipated,
and the threatened dust storm fortuitously held off. It was about
17:00 in the afternoon when we transferred to bicycle rickshaws
and were treated to a rich tapestry of sights and sounds as we
wended our way through dense forest, grass and wetlands along
the brick and dirt pathways.

We were first greeted by flocks of Common Starling Sturnus
vulgaris and Jungle Crows Corvus macrorhynchos. Small herds
of Blue Bull Boselaphus tragocamelus (India’s largest antelope)
and Spotted Deer Axis axis grazed opposite us in the dry grassland
near the desiccated, cracked shoreline of shrunken ponds on both
sides of our trail. We could hear the occasional cries of invisible
jackals.

The variety and diversity of parkland birdlife soon blanketed
our field of vision – one blessing of this park being that wildlife
are accessible from very close up, and binoculars are needed to
distinguish only the subtlest of markings and colorings. Immediately
we caught sight of Brainfever Birds Hierococcyx varius, Common
Cuckoos, Greater Coucals Centropus sinensis, Common Myna
Acridotheres tristis, White-breasted Waterhen Amaurornis
phoenicurus, Oriental White Ibis Threskiornis melanocephalus,
and a variety of storks: White-necked Ciconia episcopus, Black-
necked Ephippiorhynchus asiaticus, Painted Mycteria
leucocephala and Asian Openbill Anastomus oscitans.

Then there was a Red-wattled Lapwing Vanellus indicus, with
elegant markings, an Oriental Magpie-Robin Copsychus saularis
and small flocks of Median Egrets Mesophoyx intermedia. There
were Common Cranes Grus grus, Oriental Honey-Buzzards Pernis
ptilorhynchus, and Plain Prinia Prinia inornata, all punctuated by
the striking blue and brown coloring of Indian Rollers Coracias
benghalensis. There were Little Cormorants Phalacrocorax niger,
Greater Spotted Eagles Aquila clanga, Common Moorhen
Gallinula chloropus, Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus,
Wood Sandpipers Tringa glareola, Spot-billed Ducks Anas
poecilorhyncha and Little Egrets Egretta garzetta. Nearby, Jungle
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Babblers Turdoides striatus lived up to their reputation for
chattering and rummaging in groups of a half-dozen or more (giving
them the popular appellation, “Seven Sisters”).

In the gathering twilight, we could make out several Cattle
Egrets Bubulcus ibis in the near distance feeding alongside the
numerous feral cows that populate the park and travel in herds to
forage for food. Also in the farther distance we caught the
impressive sight of a pair of Sarus Cranes Grus antigone, the largest
birds in the Park, sometimes gaining a height of up to 165 cm. We
were simultaneously treated to the signature sight of a several
Darters Anhinga melanogaster, some swimming for fish with their
long necks appearing to travel like a snake just above water (hence
its common name), others spreading their wings in branches of
trees to dry them out in the warm, early evening air.

As the heat moderated slightly and dusk began to settle over
the preserve, roosting time arrived and trees along our path filled
with birds. Waddling along the side of the trail, the Common
Hoopoe Upupa epops treated us to its soft call, hoo-po, hoo-po-
po. Our guide’s sharp eyes spotted a rare Collared Scops-Owl Otus
bakkamoena rousing itself from sleep high in the fronds of a date
palm ready to resume its nocturnal schedule of feeding on beetles
and other insects and on mice and lizards. At the same time, we
saw a Spotted Owlet Athene brama, a Purple Moorhen Porphyrio
porphyrio and several Asian Pied Starlings Sturnus contra.

As the light faded and we turned toward the park entrance, we
paused and observed a gathering of assorted ducks and teal,
including a pair of Brahminy Shelduck Tadorna ferruginea, but it
would not be until the next day, on a different path, when we would
encounter more of these visitors – as well as a greater gathering of
the four famous resident ducks.

Next morning, the 4:45 a.m. wakeup call from the front desk
of our hotel (a converted former hunting lodge belonging to the
Maharaja of Bharatpur whose family had used the park for hunting
for more than 100 years) seemed unnecessarily early, but by 6 a.m.
we were clear-eyed and back at the park, and the early hour sacrifice
was to be rewarded many fold. It was a dry, clear morning, with a
touch of coolness still in the air. The earlier threat of a dust storm
had disappeared entirely over night. This time our trek was on
foot, westward from the main trail and past the forest headquarters
toward the village of Mallab, lying just outside the two-meter-high
stone, concrete and barbed wire wall that surrounds the park,
protected from intruders by chards of broken glass embedded in
the top of the wall.

A lively gathering of Red-vented Bulbuls Pycnonotus cafer
greeted us as we moved onto the pathway beyond the modest World
Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) offices, their clear calls reaching us
even before we had made them out in the light scrub jungle among
the acacia trees. Then in rapid succession we spotted an Ashy
Drongo Dicrurus leucophaeus with its deeply forked tail, a Eurasian
Collared-Dove Streptopelia decaocto, several Brahminy Starlings
Sturnus pagodarum, and a pair of Indian Treepies Dendrocitta
vagabunda. Suddenly across our line of sight a brilliant turquoise-
winged White-breasted Kingfisher Halcyon smyrnensis glided with
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wings outstretched from a nearby acacia across the algae-laden
green pond water and alighted in another more distant tree.

We encountered several Little Cormorants, Indian Pond-
Herons Ardeola grayii, an Asian Pied Starling, a Little Brown
Dove Streptopelia senegalensis and a number of feeding Eurasian
Spoonbills Platalea leucorodia moving their flat, spatulate bills
back and forth across the surface of the water as they pushed
forward on their tall, black legs. Then a handsomely marked
Bronze-winged Jacana Metopidius indicus appeared, its elongated,
widely spread toes allowing it to move with ease over floating
tangles of vegetation.

Again we observed darters perched on tree branches drying
their wings in the thin morning sunshine.

We spotted some Rose-ringed Parakeets Psittacula krameri
and an assortment of Eurasian Spoonbills, Oriental White Ibis,
Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinellus, resident Rufous-backed Shrikes
Lanius schach and all kinds of egrets. We saw Bar-headed Geese
Anser indicus, Northern Shovellers Anas clypeata, Little Grebes
Tachybaptus ruficollis, Lesser Whistling-Duck Dendrocygna
javanica, which is one of the park’s four resident ducks, the others
being Cotton Teal Nettapus coromandelianus, Comb Duck
Sarkidiornis melanotos and Spot-billed Duck.

We did catch sight of the elusive and beautiful Red-throated
Flycatcher Ficedula parva.

But there were some disappointments:
• Learning that the famous Siberian Crane Grus leucogeranus

has not been sighted here for two years was a serious regret –
since Bharatpur has remained the endangered crane’s only
migration site in India for the last 30 years. Some authorities
say the rare cranes have likely been hunted to extinction for
their coveted meat as they traveled to and from Siberia on
their 6,000 km migratory flight through tribal areas of
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Some blame their absence on the
drought of the past two years. Others contend that the growth
of amphibious grasses (mostly Paspalum destichum) in the
park’s waterways has complicated feeding in these wetlands
and discouraged the cranes’ reappearance. Based on a
combination of these factors, some close observers speculate
that the Siberian Crane may never again be seen at this site as
part of a natural migration.

• Another disappointment was learning that none of the usual
visiting pelicans appeared at the park this season – not the
Great White Pelecanus onocrotalus, the Spot-billed Pelecanus
philippensis, or the Dalmatian Pelecanus crispus. It was
reportedly not a good year for fish eaters of any kind at
Keoladeo, and the combination of drought and low waters,
the intrusion of unwanted grasses in the wetlands, and the
inadequate stocking of fish have apparently conspired to keep
away the 1,000 or so pelicans that annually visit for two or
three days at a time at different intervals. Although water
allocation from the Ajan Dam is controlled and released to
the park through sluice gates throughout the year and the
wildlife park is theoretically a priority, there are realistically
two sides to this story, and the needs of the surrounding
villagers tend to compete with the needs of the park. In the
end, pragmatic (or political) considerations may tend to be
delimiting factors in final water allocation decisions.

• Although we missed seeing the park’s famed pythons sunning
themselves in the branches of the trees, it was not because

they had vacated the park. It was just that in the heat they
remained hidden in their cool, underground lairs as we searched
for them in the northern, forested part of the park. Fortunately,
they remain on site and appear regularly.
Our return path took us directly past the newly completed, but

now temporarily abandoned, Wildlife Interpretation Center, built
by the WWF. The Centre was funded by the Austrian manufacturer
of binoculars, Swarovski Optik. With construction of this substantial
two-story building completed except for the landscaping (see
photo), this solitary site tucked into the woods off a main pathway
appears to symbolize the consequences of unresolved conservation
policy and forest management practices – and suggests that not all
is harmonious in this idyllic setting.

The story is well known in conservation circles, but, suffice it
to say, while the state Forest Department had approved the WWF
undertaking apparently in good faith, not everyone agreed that the
Interpretation Center situated in this location was a good idea. At
the time of our visit, the Centre’s opening had been stayed by the
courts on grounds that its location inside the preserve represented
too great a challenge to the park’s natural setting and ecosystem.
The park’s honorary warden initiated the legal action, and he
reportedly wants the building torn down. For similar reasons, his
allies take issue with the paving and asphalting of the park’s paths,
an undertaking that has also been stopped for the time being.

Clearly there remain sharply differing views of park
management that that need to be taken into account in any appraisal
of the park’s current status. A distinct philosophical contrast may
be drawn between those who view park management, on the one
hand, as a law-enforcement, security task, and those, on the other
hand, who seek to accommodate traditional community practices
in managing the park – taking into account various long-respected
grazing, gathering and religious practices. In fact, existing national
public policy, laws and international conventions tend to favor the
former. According to this view, it would be dereliction of duty to
ignore the rules and regulations of national parks, including the
requirements of India’s “Wildlife Protection Act,” which in Section
35, for example, provides: “No grazing of any livestock shall be
permitted in a National Park, and no livestock shall be allowed to
enter therein…”

By enforcing such laws, authorities rendered illegal ancient
practices followed by thousands of villagers over time and instantly
labeled them “criminals” for continuing practices that more or less
had preserved and renewed the resources of the region over many
generations.

When the management of the park began to build the wall
around the property in 1981 to enforce the various laws and
regulations, it effectively restricted worshippers from visiting an
important temple dedicated to Lord Shiva (or Keoladeo, after whom
the park is named) located in the center of the park and revered by
the surrounding populace. These restrictions instilled deep
bitterness among the devout. In addition, after the wall went up
villagers who attempted to continue using the resources of the park
– as they had for centuries – clashed with authorities and several
villagers were tragically shot and killed. No one had consulted
them before the wall went up.

Thus, a key unresolved issue clearly involved improved
community relations, with a need for the park management to build
better relations with the 15,000 inhabitants of the approximately
20 villages that surround the park – the closest being Mallab,
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Ramnagar, Aghapur, Barpura, Darpura, Babnera and Jatoli.
Efforts to improve relations were accelerated after the fatal

clash between villagers and the authorities. Various informal and
formal steps were undertaken to accommodate the park’s
neighbors, while at the same time retaining the integrity of the
park and enforcing the laws and regulations that govern its
management. For one thing, villagers were gradually hired as
guards, caretakers, guides, and as other paid staff of the park, giving
them a stake in the park’s success.

In the meantime, the Bombay Natural History Society
(B.N.H.S.) and others conducted extensive studies on the park, in
part to determine the effects on the ecosystem of the prohibition
against cattle grazing.

Following a 10-year study (sponsored in part by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service), the B.N.H.S. issued a report in 1991
concluding that the prohibition against water buffalo in the park
had a perverse effect. Just as suspected, this prohibition allowed
the pond grasses that buffalo typically feed on to grow unchecked,
clogging the waterways and limiting access to the waters by birds
that depend on that access for their livelihoods or even survival –
possibly even including the Siberian Crane.

The B.N.H.S. report summarized the villagers’ views:
• “Buffaloes are the main source of income for a few families.

The major cooking fuel for the villagers is dung cake. The
absence of buffaloes leads to collection of wood for fuel,
which would further strain the Park’s system. In general the
people in all the villages surveyed are for conservation of the
Park, but strongly plead for permission to graze their buffaloes
inside the Park.”

• And: “The traditional major primary consumers of the wetland
of the Park, the buffaloes, should be brought back to control
the unchecked growth of Paspalum distichum.”

• Finally: “The spread and colonisation of Vetiveria zizanioides
(khus grass) and Desmostachya bipinnanta should be
controlled by adopting the traditional method of allowing
villagers to collect them under the supervision of Park
authorities.”
The B.N.H.S. proposal called for the admission of 500 buffalo

into the park’s waters for a test period to see if they could control
the growth of these grasses without otherwise damaging the
environment. This plan apparently turned out to be too difficult to
implement.

Subsequently, the WWF stepped in to sponsor a confidence-
building process within the community designed to bring together
the various contending viewpoints, including those of the villagers.
They used a Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) model to conduct
a local workshop. The WWF organized this workshop on the
invitation of the Department of Forests, Government of Rajasthan,
which is responsible for managing the parks. The director and
staff members of the park, representatives of the B.N.H.S., and
managers of other Ramsar sites were also members of the 16-
member team.

The WWF report, published in 1996, clearly supported
“accommodation” rather than a strict “legalistic” approach to park
management. It noted:
• The rules, regulations and acts of conservation at a national

level may not always contribute to the conservation of National
Parks.

• Grazing inside KNP [Keoladeo National Park] by buffaloes

is needed as part of the ecosystem management.
• Immediate actions such as extending the grass cutting times

and days, recognizing the rights to pray inside temples in the
Park, allowing children to collect forest fruits etc. may be the
starting point.
In an appraisal several years later, the WWF concluded that,

while dialog had been opened between the management and the
villagers, few of the specific recommendations had been
implemented.

This 1999 WWF report again underscored its
accommodationist approach:

“World Heritage listings, etc. are useful tools in conserving
wetlands. But, such international declarations have to take into
consideration the local realities. The traditional rights of the people
have to be respected. They need to be consulted before such
international, national declarations. If they are not consulted, people
find ways to violate the law. No acts, walls, fences, watch-towers,
guns, penalties etc. can ‘protect’ the wetlands except such measures
have been accepted as part of the process accepted by the people
during the consultations.”

Today, the WWF and B.N.H.S. proposals remain in largely
limbo, although some ameliorating steps apparently have been
taken.

For example, every year now when the pond grasses get too
long, villagers appear on scene to cut back and harvest the
overgrowth, making for the villagers a useful and profitable
enterprise. Whether this arrangement is formal, based on the
granting of temporary permits, or informal, is unclear, but it is
apparently done openly and, in the end, it tends partially to serve
the purpose of clearing clogged waterways.

Other concerns:
• We could not tell for certain if the stream of villagers we

witnessed trekking in single file across the grasslands carrying
freshly harvested lumber on their shoulders was a formal
arrangement or not. But it clearly looked like firewood
harvesting to us.

• The appearance of herds of feral and domestic cattle roaming
the parklands was unexpected given the various regulations
regarding such practices (and the well-enforced prohibition
against the grazing of water buffalo). Reports have it that
villagers continue to breach fences to dispose of old or sick
cattle and to set their own cattle loose in the reserve for fodder.

• On our second day of visiting the park we traversed a stretch
of ground near the temporary WWF offices that had suffered
from wildfire, decimating several acres of natural setting.
There remains some speculation that this fire may have
resulted from arson.
The Keoladeo National Park at Bharatpur is a remarkable

treasure and a rich natural resource for India and for the world’s
ecological well-being. Balancing the numerous conflicting forces
at play cannot make managing it an easy task. Patience under such
circumstances must be granted to those responsible. But one
wonders if it is a best use of scarce time, money and other resources
to make contending over the opening of a Wildlife Interpretation
Center a top priority when there may be larger issues at work here
that need to be addressed more urgently. Then, again, perhaps the
Center, as a WWF project, has become a contentious symbol,
representing unacceptable accommodationist philosophy to those
committed to a strict law-and-order approach to managing the site.
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One is also tempted to wonder if the Salim Ali Centre for
Ornithology & Natural History had been established here, as
promised (rather than in Anaikatty, Coimbatore), some of these

The Yellow-throated Bulbul Pycnonotus xantholaemus (YTB) is
endemic to peninsular India and is known to occur in southern
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu with a few records
from Kerala. Although, Ali and Ripley (1987) indicate its
occurrence in South India with the range extending, possibly till
Orissa, hitherto no record of its occurrence in Orissa is available.
For that matter, no effort has been made to evaluate Salim Ali’s
suspicion of its occurrence in Orissa. It is also not known on what
basis Salim Ali suspected the possible occurrence of the species in
Orissa.

Since 1990, after an accidental sighting of the species at Hampi,
a World Heritage Centre in Karnataka, over 25 sites in South India
have been visited by my colleagues, J.N. Prasad, S. Karthikeyan
and myself in search of the bulbul. Further, based on a thorough
review of literature and personal communications with other
birdwatchers, in all, the species has now been recorded at nearly
75 localities spread across the three South Indian states of Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka and Kerala (Subramanya et al. in press; Fig.
1). Our surveys indicate that the species typically occurs in boulder-
strewn hillocks covered with vegetation ranging from open scrub
to moist deciduous forest, although scrub vegetation appears to be
predominant in most YTB habitats. Thus, the species occurs on
most inland hills of south India covering the Eastern Ghats,
inland hills of southern Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka and
on the drier eastern hill slopes of Western Ghats, from
where the species has been sighted at a couple of localities
(Subramanya et al. in press).

In October 1998, while travelling from Kharagpur
to Madras by train, I found some hills in Orissa that looked
very much like those inhabited by YTB in South India.
These hills were nearly a kilometer to the west of the railway
tracks between Kaluga (or Raluga?) and Gangadharapura
(found along and west of Chilka Lake). It could well be
possible that Salim Ali may have suspected the occurrence of
the species based on the occurrence of suitable habitat for the
species that he might have seen during his forays in Orissa.

Through this note, I am appealing to all the birdwatchers in
Orissa or those who my have a chance to be in the field in the said
area to initiate surveys to find out if the species really occurs in
Orissa and thus validate Salim Ali’s circumspection. If the species
is found in this region, it will be a new record for the state and a
definite range extension for the species. Once this is done, more

larger issues involving the park’s health and longevity might have
remained more clearly in focus – simply as a benefit of its proximity.
*    The writer is a former special assistant to the administrator of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Does the Yellow-throated Bulbul Pycnonotus xantholaemus
occur in Orissa?

S. Subramanya
PHT Scheme, ‘J’ Block, GKVK Campus, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore 560 065. Email: subbus@vsnl.com

(With one figure.)

detailed surveys can be organised to understand its status and
distribution within the state.
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